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MESSAGE
From Frederick Sackey, Communications Chair

It is with great excitement that I
introduce...the new and improved
Umactuary! After taking in all of your
feedback and ideas, the executive team
has put together a newsletter that will
inform you on everything actuarial
happening on campus and current
events within the insurance industry.
Even with a new design, we stay true
to the value of this paper by
presenting similar segments as
previous years but also including new
sections for you to enjoy. Thank you to
everyone who contributed to this
edition and we hope to see even more
involvement in future issues.
To make the Umactuary more userfriendly, hyperlinks have been place
throughout the newsletter to help you
find more information about each page
(look for this symbol: ).
If you would like to be featured in the
next issues of the Umactuary by
sharing your internship experience,
offering study tips, or writing an
article, please let us know and we can
create a piece!
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Meet the 2017/2018
UMAC Executive Team

Back Row: Frederick Sackey, Alexander Loscerbo, Lorena Ardebol, Vernisha Budhia, Benjamin
Tallin, Adrian Ferens. Front Row: Melissa Hrichishen, Sergiu Buda, Gabrielle Lemire.

The Actuarial Survival Guide
“The best way to impress is to underpromise and overdeliver. If your boss asks you to make a Sunfire, build a
Cadillac. The bells and whistles matter.”
Learn more about how to thrive in the actuarial math environment with this life saving guide.
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MEET THE 2017/2018 UMAC EXECUTIVE TEAM

Hey UMAC! Following my role as Third Year Representative this past year, I am
beyond excited to be your Co-President for the 2017/2018 school year!
Experiencing the numerous benefits and opportunities UMAC continuously
provides to all students has been the largest influencing factor for our desire to give
back and add value to the actuarial community at the U of M. Gabby and I are
delighted to introduce some key initiatives that we believe will increase the
probability of a phenomenal university experience, and maximize the number of
memorable times!

Sergiu Buda

Co-President
☏ 204-963-8853
✉ sergiusbuda@gmail.com

Gabrielle Lemire

If you have any questions about what we do, how we can help you, or why you
should get involved, please feel free to shoot me a message at
sergiusbuda@gmail.com.
On an unrelated note, any and all table tennis or squash related challenges are
welcome and encouraged. Winners will be granted free UMAC memberships!

Hello UMAC! I am thrilled to be your Co-President for the 2017/2018 academic
year! After spending last year on the executive team together, Serge and I saw the
incredible value that UMAC brings to students. This year we want to continue to be
a part of nurturing a supportive culture for actuarial students at the University of
Manitoba. Whether you're at the beginning of your studies and want to meet some
like-minded individuals, or you're in the final stretch of your degree and want help
applying for full-time positions - we've got you covered. One of the initiatives we
are most excited about is the addition of the new position “International Student
Representative”. We are confident this will help bring the benefits of UMAC to a
wider audience. If you want to know more about UMAC's initiatives or if you want
to be a part of what UMAC is doing feel free to stop me in the halls or give me a
shout at gabrielle.lemire@outlook.com.

Co-President
☏ 204-963-8449
✉ gabrielle.lemire@outlook.com

Hi UMAC! My name is Alex Loscerbo and I’m your 2017/2018 UMAC Treasurer.
My job is to ensure that all club activities are sufficiently funded and to request and
manage both CSA and corporate sponsorship. I will be continuing online payments
for membership fees and other major events. A significant focus for this year will
be the examination of UMAC spending with the goal of creating guidelines for
sustainable budgeting.
If anyone has any questions feel free to contact me in person, at the UMAC office,
or by email.

Alexander Loscerbo

Treasurer
☏ 204-955-9105
✉ akloscerbo@gmail.com
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MEET THE 2017/2018 UMAC EXECUTIVE TEAM

Vernisha Budhia

International Student
Representative
☏ 204-390-1856
✉ budhiav@myumanitoba.ca

Frederick Sackey

Communications Chair
☏ 204-688-0163
✉ fredb.sackey@gmail.com

Hi everyone! My name is Vernisha and I’m excited to be UMAC’s first
International Student Representative. As International Student Representative, my
main goal is to increase international student involvement. One way I plan to do this
is by working with Ben Tallin to improve the mentorship program and increase
international student involvement. In November, I will introduce a new social event
which will double as another opportunity for mentees to connect with their mentors
(there will be fun mentor-mentee team building activities). I will also write an article
on Canadian Corporate culture and promote the actuarial program to the
International College of Manitoba. I encourage everyone to get involved and take
advantage of the networking opportunities and exam support UMAC offers, as well
as the opportunities to meet other people in the program. If you ever have any
questions or suggestions – feel free to stop me in the halls or email me!

Hi UMAC! My name is Fred Sackey and I will be your Communications Chair for
this year. We have many events coming up in the next few months and I am looking
forward to capturing all of these memories and sharing them with you as I write the
Umactuary newsletters. As promised, the newsletter has received a nice upgrade and
some new content I hope you will enjoy. Since the newsletter is solely for your
benefit, I am always looking for feedback on how it can be improved so feel free to
shoot me an email if you have any suggestions. Also, I will be helping with
managing social media pages on Facebook and Instagram for UMAC to provide you
with more frequent info on club activities. During these events, I am hoping to take
a lot of pictures and also ask you to comment on your experience so don’t be shy if I
approach you for an interview (don’t worry it'll be fun and light-hearted ). Thanks
and have a wonderful semester!

Hey UMAC! My name is Ben Tallin, and I am excited to introduce myself as your
Special Events Coordinator. I see my most important responsibility in this role as
offering you the support you need to be successful in university, so if you have any
questions or need any help with school related issues please stop me in the halls,
shoot me a text or drop me an email. This year I am working on bringing new
programs to UMAC such as a winter mentorship program, an actuarial tutor
registry, and some friendly competitions to spice up the mentorship program. On
top of those, I will also be organizing some of the classic UMAC events of the past
like the mentorship BBQ, speed interviews, and Interest Theory study sessions.
Benjamin Tallin

Special Events
Coordinator
☏ 204-880-0424
✉ tallinb@myumanitoba.ca

Outside of school, I love outdoor sports and I hope to spend as much of my free
time this year skiing, sailing, canoeing and rock climbing as possible. I am looking
forward to meeting many of you and getting to learn a little about you too.
I can feel that this is going to be a great year!
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MEET THE 2017/2018 UMAC EXECUTIVE TEAM
Hey UMAC! My name is Melissa Hrichishen and I will be this year's Promotions
Coordinator. My responsibilities include the organization of our premier event
"What is an Actuary?" and the high school presentations. I look forward to meeting
this year's members and encourage you to get involved in our fantastic club as much
as possible. Feel free to contact me at any time with any questions, comments, or
just to chat.

Melissa Hrichishen

Promotions Coordinator
☏ 204-806-2849
✉ melissa.hrichishen@gmail.com

Hey UMAC! My name is Lorena Ardebol and I’m UMAC’s ASNA Representative
for this upcoming year. I’m responsible for organizing and informing everyone
about this year’s conference, which will be held in Ottawa! Outside of school, I
enjoy the outdoors and travelling. I look forward to answering any questions you
may have, whether it’s for ASNA or anything else. Feel free to stop me in the halls
or give me a text!

Lorena Ardebol

ASNA Representative
☏ 204-797-5568
✉ lorenaardebol@gmail.com

Hey UMAC, I’m AJ and I will be your 2017/2018 secretary! As secretary, my
initiatives and responsibilities include, but are not limited to - maintaining and
designing the UMAC website to create a more user-friendly experience, improve
communication between members through the calendar and email, and introducing
online payment methods for registration and apparel. My initiatives are ultimately
geared around keeping members in the loop about events, and making the year as
easy and enjoyable as possible. Please feel free to stop me in the halls for any
suggestions, questions, or just to chat, I’d love to get to know you!
Adrian Ferens
Secretary
☏ 204-296-4574
✉ ajferens97@gmail.com

umanitoba.ca/actuary_club/
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RECRUITING SEASON
“NEED TO KNOW”
Ah yes! It’s the start of a new school year. The
leaves are falling everywhere and our fun-filled
vacations of studying for actuarial exams and/or
working have come to an end. It’s time to update our
resumes, press our blazers, and practice networking
because Actuarial Recruitment has begun!
Here you will find everything you need to know
about info sessions and deadlines related to
recruitment this Fall. Be sure to keep track of the
dates so you can manage your time wisely over the
next few weeks. Good Luck!


Please RSVP to all info sessions through the
Asper Career Portal
days in advance.



Actuarial students in the Faculty of Science have
access to the Asper Career Development Centre’s
(CDC) services and the Asper Career Portal.



Any date/time changes for info sessions and
deadlines will be posted on the Career Portal.



Apply for jobs through the Career Portal AND the
employers’ websites (it helps companies to
manage their applications).



For any questions regarding the Career Portal,
info session RSVPs, etc. please contact the CDC
at 204-474-6596, asper_cdc@umanitoba.ca, or
visit them in 254 Drake Centre between 8:30am
and 4:30pm Mon to Fri.

Information Sessions
Mercer
Mon, Sept. 11 @ 5:00pm
Rm 103 Drake
Wawanesa
Tue, Sept. 12 @ 5:00pm
Four Points by Sheraton, 2935 Pembina Hwy
Great-West Life
Wed, Sept. 13 @ 5:30pm
100 Osborne St. N
Sun Life Financial
Thurs, Sept. 14 @ 6:00pm
Four Points by Sheraton, 2935 Pembina Hwy
Aon Canada - Aon Hewitt
Mon, Sept. 18 @ 5:00pm
Rm 103 Drake
Munich Re
Tues, Sept. 19 @ 5:00pm
Rm 107 Drake
Manulife
Wed, Sept. 20 @ 5:30pm
Rm 107 Drake

App. Deadline—Sept. 22
Interviews—Oct. 3

Willis Towers Watson
Thurs, Sept. 21 @ 5:30pm
Rm 107 Drake

Important Dates
Applications Deadline—Sept. 25 (all except Manulife)
Sign-up for Interviews—Oct. 4 (all except Manulife)
1st Round Interviews—Oct. 10-13
2nd Round Interviews—Oct. 16
Summer & Co-op Positions
Offers Extended to Students—Oct. 18
Accept/Decline Offers Deadline—Oct. 23
Full Time Positions
Offers Extended to Students—Oct. 25
Accept/Decline Offers Deadline—Oct. 30
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IN THE INDUSTRY

Advancements in
insurance technology
Frederick Sackey

I

n recent years, innovation has
been at the forefront in many
industries to meet the
technological needs of consumer
markets. Within insurance,
companies have adopted new
practices to increase productivity
and provide more valuable
information to policyholders. This
has been reached especially
through the growth of insurtech:
technology innovations that
increase savings and efficiency
within the current insurance
industry model (Investopedia). For
example, tools such as in-car
monitoring devices have been
used to gather data on people’s
daily activities. With this
information, insurers are more
capable of adapting to their clients
and developing products that more
accurately reflect their lifestyles.
As actuaries, new technologies in
insurance will most definitely
affect our day to day work in
pricing products, quantifying
risks, and performing experience
studies. Therefore, here are some
updates on insurance companies
that have been using insurtech to
improve their services over the
last few months.
Munich Re has partnered with
Drover in the United Kingdom to
sell insurance to ride-sharing
motorists (such as Uber drivers)
through an online channel. Drover

is an insurtech company that
offers easily-accessible vehicles
backed by insurance plans to
customers. Through this
partnership, Munich Re will also
offer services to car rental and
leasing companies so they can
keep their vehicles insured even
when they are not in use. Drivers
will be able to make insurance
payments and claims online,
reducing expenses and operational
costs for the insurer (Intelligent
Insurer).

drone then develops a topological
model which can be examined by
a claims adjuster. This method is a
much faster and safer alternative
for a claims adjuster since this
person will no longer have to
climb onto a roof to complete an
assessment (Moorcraft).
continued on next page

Insurers have partnered with
technology companies to increase
productivity at a large scale.
Kespry, an aerial intelligence
company specializing in
commercial drones, has been hired
by Farmers Insurance to improve
the claims
process for
rooftops
damaged by
poor weather
conditions.
Through
automation, a
drone can
capture an aerial
view of these
buildings and
examine the
amount of
damage caused
by severe
weather. The
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ADVANCEMENTS IN INSURANCE TECHNOLOGY

Allianz Worldwide Care recently
developed a new feature within its
MyHealth app that uses artificial
intelligence to determine whether
a policyholder will need medical
treatment. This is done by the app
asking users questions about their
current medical status to deciding
whether immediate care is needed.
Through this, users receive
information about their health and
can reduce their risk of
experiencing new or worsening
illnesses in the future.
Additionally, this will improve
Allianz’s customer experience and
minimize claims through
prevention rather than assessing
their legitimacy once received
(Gangcuangco).

Other News
Wawanesa donates to Hurricane Harvey relief efforts
Equifax cyber breach exposes data of up to 143 million people
Tattoos, tans and permanent brows – why it’s worth insuring the risk
InsureLine Brokers opens first location inside Walmart

It will be interesting to see how
these improvements play out for
Munich Re, Famers Insurance, and
Allianz. With advancements like
this, it is only a matter of time
before they become key
components of insurance
distribution throughout the world.
For more information, visit the
links given in the citations below.

Citations
Gangcuangco, Terry. “Allianz Worldwide Care introduces AI-Powered app feature.” Insurance Business, 24 Aug. 2017,
www.insurancebusinessmag.com/ca/news/breaking-news/allianz-worldwide-care-introduces-aipowered-app-feature-76940.aspx.
Accessed 8 Sept. 2017.
“Insurtech.” Investopedia, 12 Oct. 2016, www.investopedia.com/terms/i/insurtech.asp. Accessed 8 Sept. 2017.
Moorcraft, Bethan. “Insurance industry faces a revolution – if we allow it.” Insurance Business, 28 Aug. 2017,
www.insurancebusinessmag.com/ca/technology/insurance-industry-faces-a-revolution--if-we-allow-it-77246.aspx. Accessed 8 Sept.
2017.
“Munich Re partners with insurtech Drover.” Intelligent Insurer, 6 Sept. 2017, www.intelligentinsurer.com/news/munich-re-partners
-with-insurtech-drover-12994. Accessed 8 Sept. 2017.
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Upcoming UMAC Events
Sept—Nov

Mentorship BBQ

Sept. 25

Speed Interviews

Sept. 28

“What is an Actuary?”

Oct. 2

Interest Theory Study Session

Oct. 10

Fish Dinner

Oct. 12

Excel Workshop

Nov. 13

UMAC Case Competition

Nov. 18

Stay up to date on UMAC events by visiting our social media pages!

@umactuarialclub
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INTERNSHIP PROFILE

Under the radar
Consulting
Jamie Sutherland, Morneau Shepell
(Waterloo, Ontario)

H

ello UMAC, for those of
you who don’t recognize
this face, my name is Jamie
Sutherland and I am a fourth-year
Asper School of Business
actuarial science student. This
summer I had the pleasure of
getting my first internship
experience with Morneau Shepell.
I actually got this internship
through ASNA. I spoke with a
representative from human
resources and an actuarial analyst
and was then invited to a group
breakfast. After an initial
screening interview over the
phone and an interview with the
actuarial team also over the phone,
I was offered the job. This just
goes to show why you should
attend ASNA because I honestly
thought, eh, maybe I can get an
interview. Anything can happen,
therefore go to ASNA and show
the employers what you have to
offer! I can provide tips at future
ASNA meetings for anyone
interested.
Morneau Shepell kind of flies
under the radar a bit as far as
consulting companies go because
of the hype of the big three
(Mercer, Towers, and Aon) and
because although there is a
Winnipeg office, the actuaries
tend to work elsewhere. However,
from my experience I can say

Morneau is a great
company to work for. The
unique thing about
Morneau is that it doesn’t
just sell the service of
retirement solutions. They
sell a complete human
resources package, from
retirement, health and
benefits, Employee and
Family Assistance programs,
Employee Support Solutions, to
Absence and Disability
Management programs. They have
recognized that employee wellbeing is a huge part of business
success. They are a mental health
partner of the Olympics, helping
athletes get to the top of their
performance mentally. They are a
fast-growing company so expect
them to be a larger player in the
near future.
One project I feel particularly
lucky to have worked on is a full
pension plan actuarial valuation. I
don’t know that all interns get this
luxury in the industry, especially
if it is their first internship but I
can’t say for sure. It really helped
me conceptualize all the things we
do as retirement consultants as
valuation is at the core of what
retirement consultants are hired to
do. It helped me develop my
programming and database skills
to get the data extracts from our

administrative system and then to
create the funding results by
running definitions in our actuarial
software. Outside of valuation and
throughout the term in general I
learned a lot of pension legislation
that you would not learn in school;
things like the Income Tax Act
limits (ITA), and Maximum
Transfer Values (MTV’s). I also
worked on a lot of regulatory
filings such as inactive statements;
which is basically explaining
pension entitlements to non-active
members of a pension plan, and
investment information
summaries.
continued on next page
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UNDER THE RADAR CONSULTING

One thing I can say for sure is that
Models II does not cover but the
MLC syllabus does cover defined
benefit pension mathematics
which you can learn while on the
job.

out The Grotto in Bruce Peninsula
National Park. You can swim
around caves and jump off cliffs,
it’s a must see. It looks like the
Amalfi coast, I’ll just leave it at
that. Search for yourself!

A typical day of mine would be a
mix of consulting work as
mentioned above and some
administrative work such as
preparing a retirement or
termination options package, a
retirement, termination, or death
authorization, or an enrolment
into a pension plan. Don’t be
afraid of the word admin, you still
get to use annuity factors when
preparing options.

As far as accommodations go,
there are tons of student
apartments to sublet from the
$400-600 range for a single
bedroom depending on how
upscale you want and $1000-1200
for a 2-bedroom assuming you get
both rooms. You can also find pet
friendly for anyone that doesn’t
want to leave a little buddy back
at home. I had a cat all summer
long.

Now the fun stuff, the social
aspect of things. Every Friday at
the office is casual Friday, but our
office had casual summer (so
much for needing to lug all the
suits down this way). It was
awesome though. Our office did a
social event about once a month.
We’ve done golfing, axe
throwing, and a picnic in the park.
In addition, for the development
of the office’s employees,
Morneau puts on a book club
every second week for an hour
and half where a leadership coach
helps us become better leaders
through the lessons of a book.

LINKS
Morneau Shepell
www.morneaushepell.com

City of Waterloo
www.waterloo.ca

Accommodations in Waterloo
www.kijiji.ca

Waterloo is a pretty cool area to
be in, everything is pretty
accessible if you’re living near the
University of Waterloo or Wilfred
Laurier University. Uptown
Waterloo on King Street has a
pretty cool vibe; there’s a lot of
pubs to choose from and shops to
check out. I had access to a
vehicle while I was here because I
drove 22.5 hours, but if you can
get access to a car while on a
summer internship in Waterloo
I’d highly recommend checking
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Passing Actuarial Exams
Deciding how to prepare for an actuarial
exam has a significant influence on your
success on exam day. However, creating
the right study schedule and choosing the
best study material can be quite tricky
and sometimes overwhelming.
Therefore, this section of the Umactuary
features students who have passed
preliminary exams and how they were
able to capture one of the sought after
“golden tickets” (exposure to the bright
computer screens at Sylvan for three
hours causes some students to see a
yellow “Congratulations” page instead of
white).
Since every actuarial exam is unique, each
student has provided his or her own
experience writing the exam, the study
material the person used, and any tips
and tricks the will help you to pass as
well. This edition of the Umactuary will
feature students who have passed FM, P,
and C.

Exam FM - Desiree Ferbers (4th year)
Exam Date: June 2017
 Opinion of exam difficulty

Okay, a few surprises but overall not too difficult.
 Study Strategy

I started studying a month before my exam and managed
to put in around 55 hours of studying before writing. I
was working during this time and put good use to my
study days. I found this to be enough study hours,
alongside taking Interest Theory in the Fall. I used Adapt
and wrote around 7 practice exams.
 Relevant courses completed before exam

Interest Theory (ACT 2120), very helpful
 Study manual

ASM 9th Edition (Financial Math), very helpful
 Online study software

Adapt (3 week subscription), very helpful. Earned level
reached: 8
 General Advice

I would recommend taking Interest Theory before
writing this exam. I would use this course time to get a
really good grasp on the concepts. When your exam time
gets closer, I would recommend writing practice exams
(Adapt is a good resource for this). For me, studying an
additional 55 hours on top of passing Interest Theory
prepared me very well for writing this exam. I felt
confident going in. Some study tips I would suggest
would be to get in as much practice as possible before
writing and make sure that you become very comfortable
with your calculator. Lastly, a study trick that works for
me is writing a "summary" sheet of concepts that I know
and concepts that I need to know during my study time.
This helps me learn and remember material as well as
plan where I should focus my efforts.

Have you passed an exam recently and would like to share some study tips?
Send an email to fredb.sackey@gmail.com and fill out this short survey .
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PASSING ACTUARIAL EXAMS

Exam P - Nadia Lapteva (3rd year)

Exam C - Riley Dirks (3rd year)

Exam Date: May 2017

Exam Date: June 2017

 Opinion of exam difficulty

 Opinion of exam difficulty

Okay, a few surprises but overall not too difficult.

Okay, a few surprises but overall not too difficult.

 Study Strategy

 Study Strategy

I started studying 2-3 months prior to the exam and
used Adapt. Adapt was the best program to use for
preparation, spent 3-8 hours per day depending on how
busy I was.
 Relevant courses completed before exam

Probability 1 (STAT 2400) and Probability 2 (STAT
3400), very helpful
 Study manual

ASM 10th Edition (Probability), very helpful
 Online study software

Adapt (1 month subscription), very helpful. Earned
level reached: 6.7
 General Advice

I would strongly recommend using Adapt; it is very
helpful and provides you with challenging questions. If
you’re able to pass Adapt exams past an earned level of
5.5 you will be successful when you write the actual
exam! In terms of material to study, I would focus on
anything involving continuous random variables,
expected value/variance, and moment generating
functions (these come up a lot). However, still know all
of the discrete topics!

Links for Study Material
Online study software/subscriptions:
Coaching Actuaries (Adapt)
The Infinite Actuary (TIA)
Study manuals:
ACTEX Learning
Actuarial Study Manuals (ASM)

I got a TIA subscription and watched all the videos on
1.5-2x speed without trying any examples to get a
general feel for the material. I didn't understand
everything by the time I finished but I had a good base
of knowledge. Afterward, I went straight into practice
exams on adapt. In the final couple of days before the
exam, I read through 100 SOA questions and solutions
to get used to the wording used on the exams. If I had
more time I would actually do the questions instead of
just reading them. I probably did about a month of
studying in total, including approximately 8 practice
exams. I'm not sure how much time I spent studying.
 Relevant courses completed before exam

None. However, ACT 4630 is recommended.
 Online study software

TIA (6 months subscription) and Adapt (15 day
subscription). Earned level reached: 6.5
 Other study material

SOA's online question bank was useful because the
questions were very representative of the real exam. I
looked at one Mahler practice exam but it seemed too
difficult so I didn't try it.
 General Advice

I felt good about my study strategy, though it would
have been expensive (even after UMAC discounts) if I
didn't write it during an internship. I didn't waste time
memorizing any of the distributions that are used. That
information can be found in the exam tables. I spent
quite a bit of time learning shortcut formulas, and
probably not enough time learning how to solve
problems using first principles. It's important to be
able to do both. Although I thought Adapt was
effective, one problem with it is that computations get
exaggerated as you move up in exam difficulty. On the
real exam, computations aren't particularly difficult
and it's the concepts that get harder. I wrote all of my
practice exams (except the first) at difficulty level 5
and I felt it was pretty close to the real exam.
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